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Some policy recommendations through a systemic perspective to strengthen India's
Net-Zero transitions
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Foreword

India is also introducing
important energy pricing
reforms in coal, oil, gas,
and electricity sectors;
essential to enhance the
robustness of open
energy markets and their
ﬁnancial health.
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Executive Summary

Several policy leads are presented to strengthen the
development and implementation of mutually reinforcing
plans, programmes and projects. They address issues of
scale, infrastructure, ﬁnances, incentives and end – use
engagement in addition to issues per taining to
production, consumption and governance.
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Introduction: The temporal setting for Net-zero
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Table 1: Six important cross cutting policy prescriptions inﬂuence outcomes of strategies.
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These imperatives have to viewed with respect to the likely installed capacity by the
end of 2029-30.
Fuel Type

Capacity (MW) in 2029-30

Percentage Mix (%)

60,977

7.46%

Pumped Storage (PSP)

10,151

1.24%

Small hydro

5,000

0.61%

Coal + Lignite

2,66,941

32.66%

Gas

25,080

3.07%

Nuclear

18,980

2.32%

Solar

2,80,155

34.28%

Wind

1,40,000

17.13%

10,000

1.22%

Hydro*

Biomass
Total

8,17,254

Battery energy storage

#

27,000MW/108,000MWh

*including hydro imports of 5856 MW # Active battery storage, Source: CEA 2020: 16
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2.1 Five major important elements of governance accordingly call for
urgent attention to create the much needed over – arching and robust
policy milieu. These over – arching ﬁve elements relate to 17 others that
follow as a comprehensive basket of 24 policy thrusts we propose.

2.2 Oil and gas majors around the world have developed uniquely
adapted net – zero strategies[36]-[43]. Some interesting overarching
policy leads create the opportunity to:
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2.3 Energy critical elements too attract policy support[46]-[53] . They are
central to the energy sustainability of transitions on account of the:
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2.4 On the renewable energy front[6], [54]-[59]:
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Insights and suggestions for policy
from the industry stakeholders of the
present energy work stream.
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3.2 The renewable energy perspective:
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Thrust areas

Some rationale

Technology use

Scaling EV Charging
Rollout

M a n y c o u n t r i e s
established EV charging
networks and consumerf riendly processes. India
could leverage related
expertise/models to fasttrack guidelines / strategy
to synergize Utilities / Oil &
Gas companies' efforts
especially for EV charging
at gas stations.

Multiple touch points for
te ch n o l o g y i n cl u d e EMobility Platform for
Charge Point Operators,
D I S CO M s , EV O E M s to
manage E2E operations for
EV charging including
consumer authentication,
charge transaction detail
exchange, billing &
payment disbursal etc.

Trust Based Trading

Draft policies for Block
chain-based Trading
Certiﬁcates for RE Power
Generation and Trading.
Energy Saving Certiﬁcate
(ESCert) trading market
could incentivize energy
savings and investments,
critical for decarbonization.

Use block chain-based
platform to generate
Digital Certiﬁcates / Token
for E2E auditability; from
generation source to end
consumer stages.
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Thrust areas

Some rationale

Technology use

Efﬁcient Recycling of
Renewable Materials to
support Clean Energy due
to life-span of panels.

Initiate R&D on recycling
technologies/enterprises
for equipment (Solar
Panels, Wind turbines etc.)
Support with policy
f ramework for safe
recycling of materials as a
key requirement for
Operators / OEMs.
This could include
disassembling and routing
to respective recycling
supply chain enterprises;
with guidelines for the recycling network.

Renewable Asset
Maintenance & Recycling
Platform auto - identify
active life span of assets.
Intelligent Strategies are
needed to dismantle
assets and recycle
individual parts in the most
cost effective and
environment-f riendly
manner.

Distributed Energy
Resources (DER)
penetration impacting
Balancing /Deviation
Settlement Costs

Digital Platform to
centrally maintain DER
asset register and
accessible to all concerned
par ties. Additionally,
leveraging this DER
Information, the DISCOMs /
SLDC, NLDC can generate
Accenture Demand
Forecasting based on
Artiﬁcial Intelligence
/Machine Learning and
reduce settlement costs.
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Thrust areas

Some rationale

Technology use

Energy Efﬁciency Example:
Swiss Railways

To promote renewables
penetration, end
consumers need to be
incentivized to change
their consumption pattern
f rom peak to off-peak
h o u r s . E n e r g y
Management Solutions
should be deployed to
optimally leverage OnPremises Renewable
Generation (solutions such
Solar Panels, Battery
Storage etc.)

Digital technologies that
predict energy demand
accurately and provide real
time actionable insights for
the customers to shave off
Peak Energy curves by
optimally deploying OnPremises Renewable
sources should be
mainstreamed.
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Case example 1
1000 MW Centralized generation Vs 1000 MW Distributed generation:
The Western Region
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Case example 2
Southern Region
Southern Region: involved 1000 MW
solar projects, evenly distributed in
Southern States of TN, AP, TS &
Karnataka with approximate project
size of 60-70 MW capacity.
This could result in an average CUF of
18.12% which if translated in terms of
Energy (kWh) is equivalent to 1587
MUs. This Energy when delivered at
STUs at 110 KV Level considering 15
KMs of transmission line will result in
total losses of 0.694% which is 11.01
MUs. Considering average Tariff of Rs
2.70 per kWh the total transmission
losses will be Rs 2.97 Cr. If bulk
generation of 1000 MW at single
location (LCPV) of good radiation like
Pavagada, in Karnataka is considered
it will result in better energy yield of
18.38% CUF which if translated in

terms of Energy (kWh) is equivalent
to 1610 MUs yearly. Considering
average Tariff of Rs 2.70 per kWh the
total transmission losses and PoC
charges will be approximately Rs. 1.40
per kWh as compared to only Rs. 0.20
/kWh for decentralized STU
connected plants. The cost of power
at Sub Transmission level is
signiﬁcantly higher than the same
power wh en delivered at sub transmission level by DGPV. Further,
the EHV Transmission system and
vo l t a g e m a n a g e m e n t re q u i re s
complex switching systems and
intricate grid operation for grid
operators. Policy makers
accordingly note that the future of
grids is mini & micro grids with
storage and islanding operations
and should move in that direction.

3.3 The Power Sector narrative:
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India can pick useful leads from other
countries about environmentally sound
production and consumption.
Some such approaches include the
Mission Possible Partnership stated by
the World Economic Forum, UN's
Business Ambition for 1.5, Race to Zero
and UN race to Resilience that
addresses questions about
technologies available at scale and cost
necessary to enable the net-zero
industry transition[74], ﬁnancing and
inf rastructure investments, green
technology advancements, picking the
right carbon offsets and parallel

progress across sectors[75]. There is an
equally interesting argument that the
present pandemic has avoided
emissions world over. India's emissions
too fell by 06 – 10% over 2020 and
therefore India can take on a few more
commitments to derive the best out of
such an inadvertent abatement. Equally
important is the vulnerability India's
ecosystems face on account of climate
change and therefore the need for
preventive management[76], [77].
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Some valuable lessons in internalizing
externalities dealing with global commons;
from India's leadership within the
Montreal Protocol.
The present nexus between climate
performance and technical/market
preparedness to deal with climate
change related challenges lend itself to
such prescriptions. For instance, India is
well known for her compliance with the
Montreal Protocol and sustained efforts
to fulﬁll commitments. India
safeguarded her position by adopting
three guiding principles as part of her
response to the call for collective action;
right f rom the beginning. She
committed herself to preventive and
remedial action by emphasizing that
the use of alternatives should be only
with minimal economic dislocation and
minimal obsolescence costs to her
production systems.
Equally important was her take that she
will maximize indigenous production of
alternatives so that her dependence on
other countries would be minimal. She
fostered technical excellence on the
a s s e s s m e n t s o f a l te rn a t i ve s a n d
therefore contributed to global efforts
that rationalize their use. This logic can
be extended to the development and
implementation of integrated
mitigation and adaptation strategies to
tackle impacts posed by climate
change. This extends into vulnerability
reduction through an ecosystem based
approach. This is also true of a large

number of grass root - community led
natural resources conservation
initiatives that have to be interpreted for
climate resilience and suitably upscaled to sustain impacts[78]. India's
robust natural sinks have to be assessed
for the quantum and quality of
e co sys te m s e r v i ce s t h ey a l rea d y
provide, to rationalize conservation and
augmentation programmes. The cited
Co n g r e s s i o n a l R e s e a r c h S e r v i c e
publication presents an integrated
framework that India too can adapt
while she considers the possibility of
strengthening her net – zero strategy.
This includes such elements as the
basket of gases targeted and their
c o r r e s p o n d i n g r e m o v a l /o f f s e t
strategies across various time frames,
forms and functions of regulations,
market and institutional mechanisms
that enable reductions, technical
preparedness and social and
environmental risks to be addressed on
priority to prevent backsliding. That
leaders in the Indian energy – industry
landscape have been quite pro - active
on all the stated fronts, is evident in
recent reports (79 – 81) This creates
signiﬁcant hope that economic and
environmental considerations will be
seamlessly addressed to the best of its
abilities.

Some valuable lessons in internalizing externalities dealing with global commons;
from India's leadership within the Montreal Protocol
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